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PART FOUR:
LEGAL ASPECTS
The national reguLations reLevant to the appLicabi 
Lity and the application of the EEC Treaty are summarized beLow; 
the emphasis is on teLevision. An attempt has been made to make each legal system transparent
, in order to obtain an overaLL pi cture of the Community I s ten broadcasting systems and to enabLe the laws to be compared
, which must be done b~fore they can be brought cLoser together (the subject of Part Six). 
The Commission has aLready published an introductory outLine in its Interim Report.
A.  Luxembourg
In Luxembourg, the broadcasting authority is a proft-
making pubLic Limited company - Compagnie Luxembourgeoise de TeLediffusion
(CLT) - which is incorporated in accordance with Luxembourg Law and carries on
business under the name of Radio-TeLe-Luxembourg 
(RTL). The LFR 1 200 mi l lion ordinary capitaL is held chiefly by French private and pubLic interests
and Belgian private interests, and to a Lesser extent by smaLL shareho Lders.
RTL' s activity is based on a Lice~ce which is required by private individuaLs under an Act of 19 December 1929. Pursuant to this Act RTL has since 1930 concLuded nire Licence contracts with the Government 
(each time it has extended its activity). The 
conditions on which the Licences were granted are in each case stipuLated in a memorandum (Section 2
, second subparagraph) , which forms part of each contract. 
Inter aLia, the contract guarantees the Licensee company a broadcasting monopoLy throughout the
Grand Duchy. RTL a Lso owns the necessary techni ca L apparatus. A government auditor (' commissaire ) is responsibLe for ensuring observance of the memorandum of conditions and protecting the State
s interests.
~Interim Report , Loc. cit. , pp. 161-191.
Section 1 , first subparagraph of the Gesetz betreffend die im Grossherzogtum
bestehenden oder zu erri chtenden Rundfunksendestationen (Act concerning broadcasting stations existing or to be estabLished in the Grand Duchy)
MemoriaL (OfficiaL Gazette) No 66 of 24 December 1929
, p. 1110 (1111).
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Under the memorandum, advertising is alLowed within the limits determined
by the Government. So far the Government has not determined limits.
Some 95% of RTL' s revenue comes from selL ing broadcasting time to
advertisers through speciaLized subsidiary companies. The rest comes
from investment and other income. The fees which Listeners and viewers
used to have to pay the Government (which were not passed on to RTL)
were aboLished in 1973. RTL pays the State two parafiscal Levies for
its licences and its monopoLy.
RTL transmits radio programmes in French, German, Dutch and English,
and a daiLy radio programme in Luxembourgish (Letzebuerge~h.)on UHF
channeL 18. Television programmes, including news buLletins, are broadcast
in Luxembourgi.sh only for about 75 minutes in the earLy after-noon. RTL
transmits a full programme in French and, under the title of RTL-Plus,
has been transmitting a programme in German since 2 January 1984. The
Ger~an media group Bertelsmann AG has signed a dec Laration of intent to
finance RTL-Plus to the extent of 40%.
On 2 May 1984 the responsible Luxembourg and French ministers concluded
an outl ine agreement which would aLlow RTL to broadcast two television
programmes using the projected TDF1 and 2 satellites. The price is
thought to be in the region of FF 75 to 100 million per channel per year.
Details of the concession and of a memorandum of conditions for RTL
have to be worked out before a treaty between the two states can be
ratified by their parliaments. From 1986 on ATL is to broadcast a
French-language programme and a German-language programme. The German
language programme would be run jointly with Bertelsmann. A French
partner is to be found for the French language service. That programme
would comply with the rules on advertising and the protection of film
rights which apply to French broadcasters.
The Government is contempLating concluding a concession agreement with
the Societe Luxembourgeoise des Satellites (SLS). The company would
thereby be granted the exclusive right to use sixteen frequencies on
Luxembourg telecommunicat ions satellites (thus not a satellite intended
for direct  recept1on by thepubLic) for the purposes of television.
There are no speciaL provisions for receiving broadcasts from the air
and retransmitting them by cabLe (llpassive" cable broadcasting) , nor
for the direct transmission of RTLI s own programmes by cable ("active
cable broadcasting. The Latter does not so far exist in Luxembourg.
In 1958 the local authorities started to grant licences for passive
cable broadcasting to private national and foreign profit-making
undertakings (e.g~ the Belgian company Coditel). The memorandum of
conditions stipulates  inter alia that RTL programmes must be relayed.
Belgian, German and French programmes are also fed into the system.
Licence fees are as a rule not payable.- 65 -
B.  ItaLy
In Italy the law has reserved a duaL monopoLy for the State: first
the installation and operation of apparatus for the wireles.s or cable
transmi ssion of radio and te'tevision, and second, th, transmi ssion of
programmes of every kind by means of such apparatus.
The Law has, however , exc Luded two areas from thi s State monopoly and
has made them subject to a licensing system Cautorizzazione) which is
aLso open to private individuals (Sections 2 and 45 of the Act whose
title is given below): the first is the installation and operation
of pri vate apparatus for the  wi re less recept ion and ret ransmi ssi on of foreign and national radio and television programmes; the second is
the instalLation and operation of local apparatus for the cable distribution
of the operator s own sound and televis ion programmes. Two ConstitutionaL
Court judgments removed a thi rd area from the State monopoLy and made
it subject to the Licensing system: the instaLLation and operation
of LocaL apparatus for the  wireLess transmission of the operator s own und and television programmes.
The Law justifies this Limited State monopoLy by the fact thatat nationaL
LeveL the activities described above are "an essentiaL public service
of pre-eminent generaL interest" within the meaning of Section 43 of
the Consti tution (fi rst sentence of the fi rst paragraph of Section 1 of the Act mentioned). Section 3 empOwers the government "to provide for the public service of radio and television by any technical means
by a grant of licence (atto di concessione) to a limited company in
which all the shares are owned by official bodies The grant also
entitLes the licensee company to call itself "a company of nationaL
interest" within the meaning of Section 2461 of the 
Civi l Code
(Section 3, second paragraph).
Under the 1975 Act the pubLic Limited company RadioteLevisione ItaLiana
(RAI) was again Licensed in the same year: since 1924 that company
had been granted a series of Licences on the basis of earLier Acts. The lstituto per La Ricostruzione Industriale (IRIJ , a State hoLding company, hoLds 99. 55% of the 20 milLion RAI shares, of more than
LIT 2 000 each (Section 47). RAI is therefore a public undertaking.
45% of the shares are owned by the Societa ItaLiana degli Autori e Editori.
Section 1" first paragraph , second sentence, Sections 2 and 45 of
Act No 103 of 14 ApriL 1975 on new rules concerning radio and television
broadcasting (Nuove ~orme in materia di diffusione radiofonica e teLevisiva)
0fficial Gazette of the ItaLian Republic No 102 of 17 April 1975, page 2539
Constitutional Court (Corte costituzionale) Judgment No 202 of 28 July 1976,
RaccoLta ufficiaLe 1976 p. 1267, and Judgment No 148 of 21 July 1981
RaccoLta ufficiale 1981 , page 1379.
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The licence is granted for six years and is renewable for up to six years
(Section 14 fi rst paragraph, fi rst sentence).. The most recent licence
contract 0/10 August 1981 again grants RAI the installation and transmission
monopoly for broadcasti ng and fop cable transmi ssions Bt nati~naL lev
and for the Larger regions - except , as stated, for the relaYlng by Wl reless
of its own and foreign programmes (Section 12, first paragraph, first
sentence in conjunction with Section 2). The Act does not, however
recogni ze a monopoly for access to broadcasting and for programme productlon:
RAI must reserve at Least 5% of total television broadcasting time
and 3% of radio time in its regionaL and national transmissions for
each of the important poLiticaL, sociaL, cultural , religious and ethnic
groups (Section 6).
The Act contains detaiLed ruLes on the organization of the LicenseE!
public limited company .and its tasks (Sections 8 to 13). It aLso
describes the economic objectives and activities which under the llcence
RAI is entitled and bound to carry out. Priority must be given to
the production of programmes and news broadcasts and a baLanced
deveLopment of the organization s production capacities" (Section 13
fi rst paragraph). Effi ciency and good managemEnt are to be achieved
by reorganization and decentraLization (Section 13, second paragraph
to thirteenth paragraph). The Licen-"ee company directly, or associated
companies which it controLs or wholly owns, must aLso effect the
distribution of its own production and that of its associated companies
(by means of speci fi c pubLishing and booksell ing activities , records, audio-visual material, etc., ) and commercial activities in general-
in particular radio and teLevision advertising (Section 13, fourteenth
paragraph) .
RAI has the right to engage in -numerous and extensive business activitie~; itself , to establish subsidiary companies and to transfer gainful
activities to them. Earlier licence contracts between the Minister
for Posts and Telecommunications and RAI had already stated that advertis~ng
must be produced either by RAI itseLf or through the interposition
of another company. Accordingly, teLevision advertising has since
1972 been contracted out to the profi t-making pubLi c limi ted company
Societa PubbLicita Radiofonica e Televisiva (SIPRA) , which is compLeteLy
controlled by RAI. Certain technical activities associated with advertising
are contracted out to a profit-making pubLic Limited company, the Societa
Anonima Commerciale Iniziative Spettacoli (SACIS) , which is aLso controlled by RAI. Advertising may not exceed 5% of transmission time on either
radio or teLevis"ion (Section 21 , second paragraph).
The pubLic broadcasting authority - RAI - is financed from radio
and television "subscription fees , from the income from radio
and television advertising and from other income permitted by
the Law (Sections 15, first paragraph and 21 , first paragraph).
The subscription fee is aLso payable by owners of equipment capable
of receiving cabLe or foreign transmissions (Section 15, second paragraph). The subscription can be terminated (Section 17).
RAI collects the subscription fees itseLf (Section 18). Advertising
revenue accounted for 21% of RAIl s income in 1981. RAI has no profit-making objective in the sense of trying to make a profit,
but it does operate against payment.- 67 -
A Parliamentary Committee is responsible for the generaL guidance and
supervision of broadcasting services (Section 1 , third paragraph),
It comprises 40 Members of Parliament from the two Chambers and
forms subcommittees ~uch as the one which e~amines and decides
on applications for transmission time (Section  fifth and sixth paragraphs).
Its tasks and powers are important , nameLy with regard toacc~ss to
broadcasting, programmes (guidance, pLanning, distribution of transmission
time, supervision) , advertising (guidelines and fixing of annuaL revenue
cei ling) , with regard to the managing bodi eswi thi n the licensee
company and its budget (Sections 4, 8 fi rst and seventh paragraphs, 10,
second phrase, 12, third paragraph and 21 , third and fourth paragraphs).
In principle, under the 1975 Act, any nationaL or company of a Member
State may have access to Local cable broadcasting (Section 26, second
and third paragraphs), or more precisely to the instalLation and operation
of networks and apparatus for the transmission of sound and television
via cable and the distribution of programmes through such networks
and apparatus to a singLe commune or to geographicaL areas comprising
several communes with a maximum of 150' 000 inhabitants (Section 24,
fi rst paragraph). Anyone wishing to engage in these activities
requi res two permits whi ch must be issued subject to compliance with
the conditions laid down in the Act: a licence from the Ministry for
Posts and Telecommuni cations for the network and apparatus (Sections 25
and 26) and a programme di stribution Licence from the regional authori ty
(Sections 25 and 30). In granting the Licence the regional authority
must ensure that three rules are observed: fi rst , adverti sing, which must be reserved for local publi~ity, must not exceed 5% of total transmission
time; second, Local networks may not link up with other networks , including
foreign ones , for simultaneous transmission, and lastly, the proportion
of programmes purchased, hi red or exchanged may not exceed the proportion
of programmes produced by the operators themselves (Section 30, fifth
paragraph) .
The InterministeriaL Committee for Prices Sets the leveL of the fees
payable by USers of the local cable network (Section 29), The licensee
pays the Ministry for Posts and Telecommunications an annual tax for
the grant of the licence (Section 33). It is also permitted to operate
with a vi~wto making a profit.
According to information from the Minister of Posts and Telecommunications
in May 1981 there were 972 private local wireLess transmitters, of which
562 also broadcast teLevi sion programmes. At the end of 1983, 158 of
these private teLevision companies beLonged to four networks, each of
whi ch took the form of a group or an " interest grouping CANALE 5
- RETE 10 - HAllA 1 (31 transmitters) , RETE QUATTRO (21 transmitters)
EURO TV - TV PORT (59 transmitters) , STP/RV (47 transmitters). The
transmi tters of each network are not linked by a ring system, but simply
transmit the same programmes (chiefly by using the same video cassette),
though sometimes at different times, as the law permits. In this way
the networks have attained considerable regionaL and nationaL importance.
The above information is taken from: Rauen, PLatz fur zwei Networks:
Medienkonzentr.ation in Italien, Media Perspektiven 1984, 161 (162-165).- 68 -
In principLe, any national or company of a Member State, whose main
place of activity is in Italy, may retransmit foreign radio and television
programmes: they are entitLed and obliged first to apply to the Ministry
for Posts and Telecommunicat~ons for a licence (Sections 38 and 39(1).
More precisely, the licence entitles them to instalL and operate apparatus
to receive and retransmit simuLtaneously and in fuLL, in the national
territory, radio and teLevision programmes broadcast by the public
broadcasting services of another State or by private organizations
authorized by the Law of that State (Section 38, fi rst paragraph).
A l i cenc.e "ob L i g.es the Licensee to remove from forei gn programmes
everything in the nature of advertising, in whatever form" (Section 40,
fi rst paragraph). Licences are granted for five years and are renewable;
a tax for the grant of the Licence i$ payabLe to the State (Section 41
second to fourth paragraphs).
LastLy, private individuals may aLso apply to the Minister for Posts
and Telecommunications for a licence to install and operate apparatus
to receive RAI television programmes and retransmit them simuLtaneously
and in fuLL (Section 43).- 69 -
Co Netherlands
Broadcasting in the Netherlands requi res government authorization
which is granted by way of the distribution and alLocation of broadcasting
time pursuant to the Broadcasting Act1 (Section 62(1)). Under that Act
the Minister for Cultural Affairs, Recreation and SociaL Welfare is obliged
to allocate broadcasting time to the broadcasting organi zations
(omroeporganisaties , Section 13(1)) and to the "candidate
" .
o!"ganizations
(aspirant-omroeporganisaties, Section 14(1)) that satisfy the conditions
of the law, to the Dutch Broadcasting Foundation (NederLandse Omroep
Stichting - NOS , Section 15(2)(i) , Section 39(1)) , to poLiticaL parties
and groupings which in the most recent elections have gained at least
one seat in the Upper Chamber of Parliament (Section 181 , and to the
Foundation for Broadcast Advertising (Section 20).
In addition the Minister may allocate broadcasting time to church
associations (kerkgenootschappen) for religious broadcasts (Section 16)
to associations (genootschappen) with an ideologicaL basis for broadcasts
of a spiritual (geestelijke) nature (Section 17) , to institutions other
than those previously specified (insteLlingen, the general term used
in the Act) , which satisfy the conditions of the Act - particularLy
where they satisfy a cultural requirement in the general interest
previously not adequateLy catered for - (Section 19) , and regional
broadcasting institutions (omroepinstel  ingen), whi ch sati sfy the condi tions
of the Act (Section 47).
The Last two and fi rst two types of broadcasting institutions must be
legal persons with unlimited Legal capacity (Section 13(2) (1)  (e)
Section 14(2)(19)(1)(e) , Section 47(3)(1)(e)). They must prove that
their object is not to make a profit " in so far as this is not necessary
to fulfilment of the broadcasting funct"ion , or to contribute to
profit-making by thi rd parties (Section 13(2) (5) (e) , Section 14(2),
Section  19(2)(e),  Section 47(3) (5) (e)). The fi rst two types of broadcasting
institutions must produce and offer a complete programme (Section 13(2) (3)  (e),
Section 14(2), Section 35(2)). They must be representative of a certain
sociaL , cultural, denominational or ideological trend in the popuLation
and sat i sty such requi rements to such an extent that thei I" broadcasts
may be regarded as in the generaL interest (Section 13(2) (4)  (e)).  These
broadcasting organizations and "candidate" organizations must raise
contributions from their members, a term which includes, by virtue of
a legal fiction, the subscribers to their respective programme magazines;
the minimum contributions are fixed by the government (Section 13CZ)(7)(e)
section 14(2)). The broadcasting organizations must have a membership
of at least 150000 (Section  13(2)(8)(e) the "candidate" organizations
at least 60000 (Section 14(2)).
The division of broadcasting time between the organizations depends on
their membership. Broadcasting time is shared between categories A (at
least 450 000 members) , category B (between 300 000 and 449 999 members)
and category C (150 000 to 299 999 members) in the ratio 5 : 3 : 1
(Section 27(2) and (3)).
Omroepwet of 1 March 1967, Staatsblad 1967, No 176, p. 591 , as since
amended.- 70 -
The broadcasting times allocated to the remaining institutions are then
subtracted therefrom (Section 27(1)): "candidate" organi:zations one
hour on television per week, NOS at least 15 hours on television, a
maximum of 40% of the entire broadcasting time fixed by the Minister
the Foundation for Broadcast Adv.ertising at Least seven hours on the
radio and three hours on television per week, parties and other institutions
together at least 10% of the entire broadcasting time established by
the Minister (Sections 28 to 32).
There are now eight broadcasting organizations in the Netherlands; five
category A (AVRO, TROS, KRO, NCRV, VARA) , one category B (VOO) and two
category C (VPRO, EO). The majority of them are societies, the remainder
private-Law foundations. In addition there are some 30 institutions
(groupings) entitled to broadcast particuLar programmes, whose broadcasting
time is strictly limited.
The organizations ' broadcasts on television appear on both Dutch channeLs:
NetherLands 1 and NetherLands 2. The creation of a third channel is under
discussion. The societies and foundations have some set evenings for
broadcasting and others that vary. The A societies alternate on channeL 
Each A society has a set evening on channel 2 which changes every year. The
Band C societies broadcast on one of the two channels at specific times.
The Limited company NV Nederlandse Omroepzender Maatschappij (NOZEMA) is
responsibLe for setting up and running transmitting stations. The State
(posts and teLecommunications administration) hoLds 60% of its shares and
the NOS 40%.
The latter produces a ninth teLevision programme (particuLarLy news), which
is broadcast dai ly on both channels and on certain evenings and/or days.
The NOS is a public-law foundation, set up by the Broadcasting Act
(Section 39(1)). Half the members of the Board of Governors (bestuur)
responsibLe for running the Foundation, are appointed by the private
broadcasting organizations, one quarter by representatives of cuLtural and
sociaL organizations and one quarter by the Minister for CuLtural Affairs
(Section 41). In addition, there is a management board (raad van beheer)
which deaLs with the Foundation s day-to-day activities and implements
the decisions cf the Board of Governors (Section 43) , a television
programme board (one thi rd of the members are appointed by the broadcasting
organizations, one third by representatives of cuLtural organizations , one
third by the Minister for Cultural Affairs, Section 44) , and a television
programme coordinating committee (Section 45). The Minister for CulturaL
Affai rs is required to approve the Foundation s rules (Section 40(1)).
NOS deaLs primarily with cooperation between the broadcasting organi:zations
(Section 39(1)). In addition, it is responsible for safeguarding the
common interests of aLL the institutions and for programme coordination
(Section 59(2)(a) , (c)).  It  is entrusted with the production and
broadcasting of a programme common to all the institutions (Section 36
SectlOn 39(2)(b)) and also has to establish and maintain studios,
facilities (e. g. orchestras) , services and equipment for programme production
by aLL the institutions (Section 39(2)(e) (f)). The broadcasting
organizations are obliged to make use of these facilities (Section 25). Furthermore, NOS has to make programmes avai lable for forei gn countries
(Section 39(2)(j)).
The Foundati.on for Broadcast Advertising (Stichting Ether RecLame - STER) is
exclusiveLy responsible for the production and broadcasting of the advertising
of third parties. It is a pubLic-law foundation, set up by the Broadcasting
Act (Section 50(1)).- 71 -
The responsibi L ity for appointing and dismissing the six-member Board of
Governors (bestuur) Lies with the Minister for CuLtural Affai rs
(Section 50(5), (6)). Both he and the Minister for Economic Affairs may
delegate observers to the management board (Section 50(7)). The Mini ster
for Cultural Affairs Lays down the Foundation s rules (Section 50(8)).
An advertising counci l (RecLameraad) set up under the Act lays down rules
on the content of the Foundation s advertising broadcasts, supervises
implementation of these rules and advises on other matters connected with
broadcast advertising (Section 49(1)), particularly rates. These are set
by the Foundation s Board of Governors on a yearly basis, at least six
months in advance (Section 50a(1) , (2)). The Minister for CulturaL
Affai rs may set aside thi s decision whol Ly or in part and set the rates
himseLf (Section 50a(4)).
Some 25% of financing for the Dutch radio and teLevision broadcasting
system comes from advertising revenUe and approximately 75% comes from
Licensing fees levied directLy by the State and contributions from the
members of the private associations and foundations and from subscriptions
to thei r programme magazines.
There is a legal connection between membership of a broadcasting
organi zation and the obL igation to pay a contribution (Section 13(1) (7) (e)).
Anyone subscribing to .a programme magazine is automaticaLLy regarded as
being a member of the broadcasting organization which publishes it and
holds copyright therein (Section 22) , unless he expressLy declares the
contrary. This explains the large membership of a number of the organizations.
The services of these private societies and foundations are therefore rendered
against payment. This alsoappL ies to the broadcasts by NOS, STER and
the other institutions ~hich are aLlocated broadcasting time, which ~ogether
with these organizations receive a share of the fees and the advertising
revenue. The Mi ni ster for tu ltura l Affai rs is responsi b Le for the
di stribution of these revenUeS (Sections 58 to 60a). Furthermore, the
private-law societies and foundations may make a profit , provided that
they are concerned with fulfilment of their broadcasting functions. They
take an active part in economic life also by the production and distribution
of programmes and programme magazines. With its studios, orchestras and
so an which it maintains for itseLf and the other institutions, NOS
is an important service undertaking.
The Broadcasting Act also covers cable radia and teLevision. It regulates
firstly the transmission (door.gifte) of national programme braadcasts
by cabLe rediffusion systems. This must be performed in full , simultaneously
and without interruption (Section 48(1)). The cabLe rediffusion systems covered
by the law incLude the receptian faci lities and cable networks that cover more
than the area of a municipaLity.1 The numeraus central and community aerials do
nat therefor , faLL within the scope of the Broadcasting Act. They merely
Section 2(1)(k) of the Broadcasting Act in conjunction with the provision
of the TeLegraph and Telephone Act 1904 cited therein , StaatsbLad No 7;
Section 3(2) of the Order of the Minister for Transport and Inland
Waterways 27 July 1970, Staatscourant No 144, version of the Order of
6 March 1974, Staatscourant No 48.
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require a Licence (machtiging) from the Director-General of PTT
whereas the former requi re a licence from the Mini ster for Posts
under the Telegraph .and Telephone Act. Simi larLy, the over 200 large
internal cabLe broadcasting systems (huisomroepen, above alL in
hospitaLs) do not falL within the scope of the Broadcasting Act.
SecondLy, the Act reguLates the transmission (doorgifte) via the
designated reception stations and cable net.works of the programmes
broadcast by foreign stations. In agreement with the
Minister for PTT the Minister for Cultural Affairs may designate
the foreign broadcasting stations whose broadcasts are to be
transmitted in fuLL or in part by one or more cable networks
(Section 48(2) (a)).
Thirdly, the Act authorizes the Minister for CuLtural Affairs to
provide opportunities for the institutions entitled to broadcast
(the nationaL , smaLL and regional institutions within the meaning
of Sections 13, 19 and 47) to transmit (overbrengen) their programmes
via cable (Section 48(2) (b)).
This provisiori does not cover LocaL institutions. Fourthly, however
paragraph 5 of this Section empowers the Minister for Cultural Affairs
to draw up ruLes with regard to the use of cable networks for purposes
other than the t ransmi ss i on of the programmes desi gnated in paragraphs
1 .and 2. Paragraph 5 has been interpreted by the Minister as entitling
him to controL the initial cable transmission (overbrengen) by locaL
institutions of their own programmes. He has therefore issued an
Order 2 which authoriz s such "active" cable broadcasting purely as
an experiment and reserves it for certain institutions which he alone
designates. They must have Legal personality, be of a cultural nature
and representative of thei r area , and may nei ther seek to make profit
nor accept advertising.
On the basis of Article 48(5) the Minister for CuLtural Affairs has
recentLy made an order3 whereby the relaying (overbrengen) by cable
within the country of teLevision programmes transmitted from abroad
by means of a  telecommunications satellite (and thus not a satelLite
intended for direct reception by the public) is permitted onLy if
(i) the programmes contain no advertisements especialLy directed at
the Dutch public, (in the transmission by sateLlite is made by or on
behaLf of an institution which distributes the programmes by means of
a radio transmitter or a cabLe system in the country where it is
estabLished and (iii) the reLay occurs at the same time as the
original broadcast , without interruption and so far as possible
without abridgement.




of 24 December 1971 , Staatscourant No 251.
of 15 September 1983, Staatscourant No 190 of 30. 1983, p. 8 enter.ed into force on 2. 10. 1983, Article II.- 73 -
The reLay within the country of foreign programmes broadcast by means
of  direct satellites is and remains free1 even if they contain
advertisements especialLy directed at the Dutch pubLic.
Whether they are so directed is considered to depend primariLy on the
foLLowing criteria: whether the advertisement is in the Dutch
Language although it emanates from a distributor estabLished abroad;
whether the prices are expressed in Dutch currency;. whether addresses
of points of sale in the Netherlands are mentioned; whether the
advertising is for products obtainable only in the Netherlands.
....--~
ExpLanatory note to the Order loco cit
Explanatory note to the Order,. loco cit.
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Be 19i um
The Flemish , French and German cuLtural communities are responsibLe
for radio and television broadcasting in Belgium. However
the broadcasting of government communi cations and adverti sing have remained nationaL concerns. Advertising is prohibited
but th.e authoritie.s do not enforce this ban in regard to the
advertising broadcast from other Member States and transmitted
via cable.
Broadcasting in Belgium is organized as a public service (service
pubLic, openbare dienst), although the constitution does not rule
out private ventures. Three institutions set up by Law are
responsibLe for this service: Radio Television belge de la
Communaute culturelle fran~aise (RTBF) 3 Belgische Radio en
TeLevisie, NederLandse Uitzendingen (BRn4 and Betgische Rundfunk - und Fernsehzentrum fur deutschsprachigeSendungen (BRF).
However, the law does not grant a monopoly to the three institutions.
BRT and (when the reLevant ruLes are issued) RTBF and BRF are
obl iged to grant broadcasting time and to provide staff and
technical support for the programmes of those societies and
foundations which fuLfiL the conditions of the Law, and are
hence approved by the King subject to a legaL limitation on
their number. They must be private~law, non-profitmaking
societies or foundations in the public interest
, whose exclusive object is to broadcast programmes with commentaries and points
of view based on representative sociaL , economic, cuLtural ideoLogical or phi losophical trends.
Four teLevision programmes in aLL are broadcast by RTBF and BRT
on two channels: RTBF 1 and 2 (THe 2) and BRT 1 and 2. BRF
broadcasts a radio programme.
sections 59 bis and 59 tel" of the Constitution; Section 4(6)
of the SpeciaL Act on InstitutionaL Reforms of 8 August 1980,
Moniteur belge, 15. 1980, p. 9434.
section 28(3) of the Organic Law on the Institutions of BeLgian
Radio and Television Broadcasting of 18 May 1960, Moniteur 
beLge.. 21. 1960, p. 3836.
Decree having the force of Law of the Counci L of the French
CulturaL tommunity of 12 December 1977, Moniteur beige , 14. 1978 p. 365, Section 1(1) , Section 2(1).
Decree having the force .of Law of the Cultural Council of the
Dutch CuLtural Community of 28 December 1979
, Belgisch Staatsblad 25. 1980, p. 1171, Section 1(1) , Section 2(1).
section 7(1) of the Act of 18 February 1977 laying down certain
provisions on the public service of radio and teLevision broadcasting,
Moniteur beLge, 2. 1977, p. 2491.
Sections 24 to 30 of the abovementioned FLemi sh Decree; Sectio~ 26 of the abovementioned WaLLoon Decree; Section 
9 of the abovementioned Act of 18 February 1977 (regarding BRF).- 75 -
BRT, RTBF and BRF arE: public corporations (openbare insteUingen
etabLissements public$) with legal personality. Each institution
draws up its own programmes. These three public-Law corporations
are each governed by a Board of  DJ  rectors appointed for a certain
period by the appropri ate cu l tura L communi ty, a Standi ng Committee
and a Genera L Manager or Di rector. The appropri ateMi ni S'ter for
CuLtural Affairs is responsibLe for supervising the BRF. BRT
comes under the Minister for Dutch Cultural Affairs. The appropriate
Minister for Cultural Affai rs may attend the meeting of the Board of
Directors as an observer. The General Manager is appointed by the
Ki ng or the Mi ni ster on a proposal from the Board of Di rectors. 
The finances of BRT, RTBF and BRF are supervised by the State.
The corporations ' ~ncome comes from funds made available to it by
the appropriate CulturaL Counci l , loans which the corporation may
raise upon authorization by Order , proceeds from the sale of
pubL i cations and thei I" own sound and fi Lm recordings, proceeds from
the sale and hire of productions and fees for aU types of services.
In financing their tasks as public undertakings the corporations may
therefore take part in business l ifeand seek to make a profit. Both BRT and RTBF
may maintain a reserve fund of u~ to BF 500 milLion, while RTBF may aLso maintain a 
renewals and amortization fund. The first-mertioned source of funds , from the budget
of the r.espective Cultural Counci l, is financed from the: licences  (a,  fo.rm of tax), which
the State imposes every year through the telephone and telegraph
service on the owners of radio and television sets. The corporations
therefore operate against payment. In 1981 RTBF' s share of budget
income amounted to 89. 1%.
Section 1(1) of the Decrees; Section 7(1) of the 1977 Act.
Section 2(2) of the Decree and Section 1 (2) of the Order having
force of a Decree by the German CuLtural Council of 4 July 1977
Moniteur belge , 17. 11. 1977, p. 13630.
Section 7(4) of the abovementioned Act of 18 February 1977.
Section 1(1) of the abovementioned Flemish Decree.
Section 12 of the abovementioned Flemish Decree; Section 11 of
the abovementioned WaLloon Decree; Section 13 of the abovementioned
German Order.
Section 13(2) of the abovementioned Flemish Decree; Section 17(1)
of the abovementioned WaLloon Decree.
Section 18 of the Flemish Decree , Section 21 of the Walloon Decree
and Section 7(5) of the Act of 18 February 1977, which refer to
the Act of 16 March 1954 on the supervision of certain corporations
of pubLic interest , in the version of the Royal Decree of 18 December 1957
Moniteur belge , 25. 12. 1957.
Section 22 of the Flemish Decree; Section 20 of the Walloon Decree;
Section 41 of the German Order; Section 10(1) of the Act of 18 February 1977.
ectlon 22 of the WaLloon Decree; Section 22 of the FLemish Decree.
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The corporations may perform all activities connected with thei 
tasks or which ensure or faciLitate their accomplishment. These
activities comprise the production, broadcasting and distribution
of programmes, the setting-up~ maintenance and use of the technical
instal Lations requi red to broadcast televi sionpro~rammeS (including
making them avai lable to the BRF against payment), cabLe and
sateL lite transrnl ssions 3 conclusion of agreements with persons
under public or private Law both in Belgium and abroad (in particuLar
for j oi nt product 1 ons), 4 the use of broadcasti ng stati on\S Located
outside Belgium 5 the purchase, sale and creation of rights 
in rem
over property and technicaL instaLLations in BeLgium and abroad,
and the expropriation of property in the public interest. 7 The RTBF
corporation may set up and maintain regional production centres and
related stations.8 It is cLear from these provisions that the
three corporations are major service undertakings closeLy invoLved
in business Life, which broadcast their programmes against payment.
ectlOn 4(1) of the WaLloon Decree; Section 6(1) of the German Order; Section 4(1) of the Flemish Decree.
ectlon 5 of the Flemish Decree; Section 4(1) of the German Order; Section 8 of the abovementioned Act of 18 February 1977.
Section 3(4)  Section 4(3) of the WaL Loon Decree; Section 5 of
the German Order.
ectlon 4(2) of the FLemish Decree; Section 4(2) of the WaLLoon Decree; Section 6(2) of the German Order.
Section 3(3) of the WaLloon Decree; Section 3(2) of the Flemish
Decree.
section 3(1) of the WalLoon Decree; Section 3(1) and (3) of the
Flemish Decree; Section 4 of the German Order.
ectlon 3(2) of the WaLLoon Decree; Section 3(4) of the Flemish Decree; Section 3 of the German Order.
ectlon 12 of the Walloon Decree.- 77 -
The reception of radio and television broadcasts and their cable
transmission into the dweLlings of third parties i.s governed by
nationaL Law. The State has not assigned these activities to or
reserved them for a public servi ce, but merely made them dependent
upon an authorization. Any national of a Member State established
i\f1 BeLgium is entitled to apply for an authorization. The authorization, issued by the Minister responsible for telegraph
and telephone services, is valid for eighteen years and may then
be extended on a ni ne-year basi s.3 It may cOver part of a
municipaLity, a whoLe municipality or a group of municipaLities. 
The recepticn facilities may, however, be set up outside this area.
All cable television networks must transmit all the Belgian corporations
broadcasts simultaneousLy and in fulL5 The distribution companies
may aLso transmit broadcasts from foreign countries which are
authorized there. 6 However, the transmission of advertising in such
broadcasts is prOhibited. There is an overall ban on radicand
television advertising in Belgium (see the beginning of this section)
but the cable networks do not comply with Section 21 and it is not
enforced by the authorities. The cable companies therefore transmit
al L the programmes whi ch can be received from France, Germany,
Luxembourgp the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, including the
advertisements.
The Minister responsible for teLegraph and teLephone services fixes
the maximum rates for connections to the cabLe network and the
subscription. The distribution companies therefore operate against
payment. The system of charges imposed on those using the finaL
reception apparatus connected to the network is similar to the
arrangements previousLy outlined for the collection of radio and
teLevision Licence fees.
Section 2 of the RoyaL Decree concerning the distribution networks
for the transmission of radio broadcasts to the dweLLings of third
parties of 24 December 1966, Moniteur belge, 24. 1967, p. 609.
This appears from Section 4(1) of the abovementioned Royal Decree
in conjunction with the EEC Treaty, namely Articles 7, 52 and 58.
ectlon 6 of the Royal Decree.
Sectlon 7 of the RoyaL Decree.
ectlon 20 of the Royal Decree.
ectlon 21(1) of the RoyaL Decree.
ectlon 21 (2) (1) of the RoyaL Decree.
ectlon 16(1) of the Royal Decree.
ectlon 32 of the Royal Decree.- 78 -
About haLf the cabLe networks are operated by profit-
making
companies governed by private Law. 
The remainder are publ i  undertakings, mainLy in the form of "
intercommunaLs e. private- Law associations of municipaLities (and/or
associations) authorized by the State and having an object in
the  public interest
, whic.h are organized in one of the forms permitted by company Law.
Active" cabLe teLevision may so far be authorized onLy on a
triaL basis in 
the  french-speaking area for sociaL/cuLturaL programmes of 
Loca l interest. 2
ct cOncerning 
the  association of in the pubLic interest of 
1 March 16. 1922, in the version amended and 1936..
RoyaL Decree of 4 May 1976 amending the abovementioned Royal
Decree of 24 December 1966
, Mani teur beLge
, 18. 1976, p. 8275.
municipaLities for a purpose
1922, Moni teur belge




In the United Kingdom broadcasting may be carried on only under
a licence from th~ Home Secretary.1 The British Broadcasting 
Corporation (BBO and the Independent Broadcasting Authority UBA)
at present hold such a licence and concession agreement with the
Home Secretary which are valid untiL 1996. The BBC was estabLi.shed
by Royal Charter in 1926 for a fixed period which has been constantLy
renewed4 and the IBA (a statutory corporation) was established by
statute5 in 1954.6 Both are thus ~ublic law institutions known as
corporations or bodies corporate. Both are requi red to carryon
their broadcasting services "as a public service for disseminating
information, education and entertainment"
These corporations consist of members 9 who in the case of the BBC
are known as governors. 10 They are regarded as trustees of the
public interest and are responsible for the corporation which they
constitute. The members, the chairman and the deputy chairman are
appointed in the case of the BBC by the Queen in Council11 and in
the case of the leA by the Home Secretary12 on the basis of thei 
experience . qualifications and personal qualities. They are
appointed for a fixed period. The members - at present twelve in
the case of each corporation13 - are also known as the Board of
Governors.
In addition to and independent of the IBA there is a further public
Law corporat i on, the Broadcasti ng Comp Lai nts Commi ssion, the funct ions
which are obvious from its title.
Section 1 Wireless Telegraphy Act 1949, 12, 13 and 14 Geo. 6
c. 54; Section 3(7) Broadcasting Act 1981 , 1981 c. 68.
lause 3 Li cenCe and Agreement of  Apri l 1981 (Cmnd. 3233).
CLause 1 lOA Licence of 22 December 1981 (Cmnd. 8467).
The present Charter expires in 1996 (Clause 21),
The IBA is to carry out its functions unti l 1996 or 2001
(Sections 2(1) and 5 Broadcasting Act 1981).
Paragraph 4(1) of Schedule 1 to the Broadcasting Act 1981.
Clause 1(1) of the current RoyaL Charter of the BBC of 7 July 1981,
cmnd. 8313; Section 1(1) Broadcasting Act 1981.
Section 2(2) (a) Broadcasting Act 1981. Clause 3(a) of the BBC
Charter 1981 also refers to "publ ic services
CLause 1 (2) SBC Charter 1981, Section 1 (2) Broadcasting Act 1981.
11 Cl ause 
1 (2) BBC Charter 1981.
CLause 5(1) and (2) BBC Charter 1981.
Section 1 (2) and Paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 to the Broadcasting
Act 1981.
Clause 5(1)(2) BBC Charter 1981; Section 1(2) and (3) Broadcasting
Act '1981.
Section 53-60 Broadcasting Act 1981.- 80 -
The SBC and the IBA are admini stered by thei r members, who are advised by numerous counci ls, committees and paneLs, some of which
are prescribed by statute and others created by the institutions
themseLves. In 1982 they numbered more than 50 in the case of the
BBC and 49 in the case of the IBA. They are concerned both with
poLicy and programmes in general and with particular regions 
and. subjects. 1 Each corporation is empowered to employ such staff as
it may "consider necessary for the efficient performance of its
functions and transaction of its business . 2 The corporations fi x remuneration and conditions of empLoyment , negotiate on them
with the staff associations and conclude wage agreements.
The staff of each corporation is headed by its appointed Director-General.
Both corporations have the power to do alL such things as appear to
them nec.essary or conducive to the attainment of thei 
r objectives or the proper performance of thei I" funct ions. 4 In performi ng thei r
duties as broadcasting authorities they have in particular the
foLLowing ~owers and obligations: to estabLish and 
use stations for wireLess teLegraphy and in the case of the 8BC aLso for satellite broadcasting;6 in the case
of the 8BC to estabL ish , acqui re and use equipment for the transmission and reception of s~gna~s b~ wire 91" cabLe; in the case of the IBA to' arranQe for the dlstrlbutlon of ltS programmes by cable companles;8 to acqUTre, USe
and seLL property of alL kinds (Land, buildings, easements, apparatus, machinery, pLant and stock-in-trade); 9 to organize and subsidize
concerts and other entertainments; 10 to collect news and information
in any appropriate manner, to establish news agencies and subscribe
to them; 11 to acquire copyrights , trade marks and trade names and
to acquire and grant Licences; 12 to make, acquire, lease and seLL films, records , tapes, cassettes , etc. , and anciLLary materi
~l and apparatus; 13 to acquire patents and licences for inventions; 
form companies or acquire shares in companies and provide financiaL
assistance to companies;15 to invest its moneys and deal with
CLauses 8-11 BBC Charter 1981;
Clause 12(1) BBC Char~er 1981;
Act 1981.
CLause 12(2) and Clause 13 B8C Charter 1981; 
Section 44 Broadcasting
Act 1981.
CLause 1(1) and CLause 3(z) 8BC Charter 1981; Sections 3(1) , 12(1) 8roadcasting Act 1981 , Paragraph 4(1) of Schedule 1 Broadcasting Act 1981. Clause 3 (c) BBC Charter 1981; Section 3( 1) (a) Broadcasting Act 1981. CLause 3(h) BBC Charter 1981.
C Lause 3(d) BBC Charter 1981.
Sect i on 3 (1) (c) Broadcast i ng Act 1981.
Clause 3(g) , (t) and (x) BBC Charter 1981; Section 12(2) in fine
1 OBroadcast i ng Act 1981.
Clause 3(m) BBC Charter
Clause 3Cn) BBC Charter
CLause 3(0) BBC Charter
CLause 3(p) B8C Charter
C lause 3(q) BBC Charter
Clause 3(u) BBC Charter
Sections 16-18 Broadcasting Act 1981.






1981 ; Section 12(2) Broadcasting Act 1981.- 81 -
1 .
. .
them; to take up loans and mortgages; to conc lude other agreements
or otherwise carryon business.
The principaL obligation of the BBC is the making and transmission of
radio and television programmes. The principal obLigation of the
lBA is the provision of broadcasting services of high quality additionaL
to those of the BBC 6 primari ly through supervision and transmission
of radi 0 and te levi s i on programmes made by pri vate compani es 7 and
secondly by broadcasting an additionaL teLevision programme of its
own making.
The BBC and the IBA broadcast thei r televi sion programmeS on two
channels each: BBC  B8C 2, ITV and Fourth Channel. They also
arrange by means of contracts for the dist~bution of their broadcasts
by the private cable companies. The BBC aLso makes its own programmes.
As empLoyer, as producer, purchaser and distributor of programmes, as
bui lder, maintainer and user .of its transmitters, as proprietor
investor and borrower , it performs a wi de range of economi c and
business activities. It is not merely a Legal but aLso an economic
entity. It is thus an undertaking which participates in economic
life both as a suppLier and as a user of services. As a legaL person
under public law it is a public undertaking.
The IBA carries on simi Lar activities, but as regards the making
of programmes onLy in reLation to the Fourth ChanneL. For certain
production activities it must , and for others it may, make use of
a subs i d i a ry company. 10 Thus at the end of 1980 a who LLy-owned
subsidiary was formed, ChanneL Four Television Company Limited.
It is financed by the IBA from subscriptions from the programme
contractors of IBA (see beLow). In return they have the right to
seLL advertising time on the new Channel Four programme.
Clause 3(v) BBC Charter 1981.
CLause 3(w) BBC Charter 1981;
Broadcasting Act 1981.
CLause 3(y) BBC Charter 1981; Sections 2(3) , 3(2)  in fine, and
12(1) Broadcasting Act 1981.
Section 3(3) Broadcasting Act 1981.
Clause 3(a) BBC Charter 1981 and Clause 13(1), (2) , (S) BBC Licence
and Agreement 1981.
:Section 2(1) Broadcasting Act 1981.
~Section 2(3) Broadcasting Act 1981.
Section 10(1) Broadcasting Act 1981.
In WaLes the functions of the IBA are partLy carried out by the
\~eLsh Fourth Channel Authority, Sections 46-S2 Broadcasting Act 1981.
Section 12(1) and (2) Broadcasting Act 1981.
Paragraph 4(1) of Schedule 1 to the- 82 -
For its ITV channeL the IBA is not as a generaL ruLe perm~tted to make programmes itseLf. It must obtain them from programme contractors. These are natural or
LegaL persons who, on the basis of contracts with the IBA and in return for
payment for the services rendered by the IBA, have the right and the obligation
to provide programmes or parts thereof for broadcasting by the IBA, which may
include advertising. The IBA thus provides its services - particularly the
broadcasting of the programmes m~de for it - in return for payment.
The IBA must do alL it can to ensure "that there is adequate competition to
supp ly programmes between a number of programme cont ractors .....
AccordingLy, the IBA has concluded contracts, the most recent dating from 1982,
with 15 makers of television programmes who are independent of each other; these
include two new firms who have repLaced former contractors. These are all Limited
compani es operat i ng in the pri vate sector with a vi ew to profi t. Fi ve of them
are fairLy large and produce nationaLly distributed programmes (centraL companies)
in addition to regionaL programmes for the area in which they are established
(two of them are in London). The other ten companies are substantiaLly smaller
and make programmes for their own regions (regionaL companies).
It is expressly provided by statute that nationals of the other Member States
may be considered for appointment as contractors with the IBA, as .atso may
bodi es corporate formed in accordance wi th the law of another Member State
and having thei r registered or head office or principal place of business
within the Community.
News broadcasts are suppLied to the IBA not by any of the 15 programme companies
but by a subsidiary company jointly owned by aLL of them, Independent Television
News (ITN). This is a limited company on whose board of directors each of the
15 sharehoLders is represented.
- The IBA' s new national breakfast programme, "Breakfast Television , has been
entrusted to a further programme company, TV-AM Limited.
As weLL as estabLishing and operating the transmitters the IBA itself has
three principaL functions: firstly the choice of the progr.amme contractors
1 F 
2 .
or exceptlOns , see SectlOn 3(2) Broadcasting Act 19~1.
Section 2(3) Broadcasting Act 1981.
Section 2(3) Broadcasting Act 1981.
Section 20(2) (b) Broadcasting Act 1981.
Section 20C2)(a) and (6)(a)(i) and (b)(i) Broadcasting Act 1981 , which
~respond w~th ArticLe 58 EEC Treaty.
ThlS system 1 s one of the options provided by Section 22 Broadcasting Act 1981.- 83 -
secondLy the supervision of the 
programmes from planning1 to impLementation
as regards compositio~, content and quaLity, balance and variety, day and
time of transmission respect for decency and pubLic grder impartiaLity in reLation to poLiticaL question
5 or industriaL disputes - and thirdLy the supervision of advertisements.
Both the BBC and the IBA are re
sponsibLe for the programmes they broadcast.
Only when they infringe a right Laid down in their licences
, charter or statute are they subject to the supervision of the cOurts.
The ~owers of the Government are Limited to prescribing the transmission times requiring the broadcasting of Government announcements
requiring technical work to be carried out or the estabLishment of additionaL stations,
10 preventing excLusive
agreements in favour of the BBC or IBA for the broadcast 
i ng of events of nat i ona L i nte~est 11 ~~d requi ri ng cooperat i on between the IBA and the BBC in the use Df t ransml tters.
The two corporations are financed in different ways: the IBA by advertising revenues from the private sector (commerciaL teLevision)
, the BBC from a pubLic tax on teLevision sets.
The BBC is prohibited from broadcasting advertisements for payment without
the consent of the Home Secretary.13 Its internaL services are therefore 
financed primari ly by grants made 
by Parliament out of the Home Office budget.
~Section 6 Broadcasting Act 1981.
Section 5 Broadcasting Act 1981.
Section 2(1) and (2) BrDadcasting Act 1981. Section 4(1)(a) Broadcasting" Act 1981.
Section 4(1) (f) Broadcasting Act 1981.
Section 8(3) , ScheduLe 2 and Section 9 Broadcasting Act 
1981. Attorney-General (ex reLator McWhirter) v. IBA /1973/ Q.
B. 629 (652). ~sect i on 28 Broadcast ing Act 1981; CLause 14 BBC Licence and Agreement 
1981- Section 29(1) to (4) Broadcasting Act 1981; Clause 14 BBC Charter 1981. Section 29(5) Broadcasting Act 1981; 
CLause 3(;) BBC Charter 1981
, CLauses , 5, 9 BBC Licence and Agreement 1981. Section 30 Broadcasting Act 1981.
Section 31 Broadcasting Act 1981;
8BC Charter 1981.
~~CLause 12 8BC Licence and Agreement 1981; 
Clause 16(1)(b) BBC Charter 1981. Clause 16(1) (a) BBC Charter 1981.
CLause 3(j) B8C Charter 1981
, CLause 6- 84 -
These correspond to the net revenue from televlsion licences. The
Home Secretary is empowered to fix the charge for these licences
which is collected by the Post Office on his behalf. The amount
of revenue entered in the Home Office budget after deduction of
the costs of collection is aLloc!:'ted to the BBC, which thus provides
its services - the broadcasting of its programmes - for payment.
The BBC has some additional income (1% - 2%) from the sale of
publ ications and from the sale of fi lms and programmes abroad.
The external services o~ the BBC are financed from grants in aid
made out of the budget. The BBC is obLiged to apply all its
revenue soLely to the furtherance of its objectives. None of
its revenue may be distributed as profit among its members.
The IBA financ.es its expenditure and reserve fund from the contractually
agreed payments made by programme contractors. Its revenues
come from the sale of broadcasting time for television advertising.
Any surpluses of the IBA are deaLt with in accordance with the
direction of the Home Secretary.6 Thus, the corporation, just
Like its sister the BBC, is not carried on for profit but provides
its services - especially the broadc.asting of programmes - in
return for payment. The programmes broa
9cast by the IBA may, as already mentioned, include advertising. With the income
derived from the saLe of the avai labLe broadcasting time to advertisers
and adverti sing agents , the programme companies finance themselves,
the IBA and a tax (" Exchequer Levy ) imposed on thei I" profits
from the sale of advertising time. This Levy amounts in the case
of television programmes to two-thirds and in the case of radio
programmes to 40% of their profits , in so far as those ~rofits
exceed 250 000 UKL or 2% of their advertising revenues. 
this way the State received in the financial year 1981182 a revenue
of 57 512 767 UKL. The Home Secretary may, with the consent
of Pad iament , increase or reduce the rates of this tax on advertising
profits and alter its basis of assessment.
The transmi ssion of broadcasts by cable, Like
requires.a Licence from the Home Secretary.
of such Licences is that television and radio
in their entirety and that generalLy speaking





~C lause 16 33C Li cenceand Agreement 1981.
lause 17 BBC Licence and Agreement 1981.
CLause  first sentence in fine, BBC Charter 1981.
Clause 16(3) BBC Charter 1981.
Section 32(1) and (2) , 36 Broadcasting Act 1981.
Section 37 Broadcasting Act 1981. 
Section 2(3) , 13 Broadcasting Act 1981.
Section 32(3) and (4) Broadcasting Act 1981.
Section 32(8) and (9) Broadcasting Act 1981.
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Foreign teLevision programmes may be reLayed only with the consent
of the Home Secretary. The IBA has the power, by means of
appropriate agreements with the publ i c body known as
British Telecommunications ~md with private individuaLs and public
bodies whi ch maintain broadcast relay stations, to arrange for
the programmes it has transmitted to be relayed.
Up to 1983 there were only occasional cases in which cable television
companies were permitted to carryon "active" cable teLevision
e. the transmission of their own programmes. For these pi Lot
projects an experimentaL licence is granted, for which again a charge is made. Advertising is permitted on these programmes.
On 1 December 1983 a Bill was published setting out framework
ruLes for the deveLopment of new cable services and the setting
up of a "Cable Authority" with powers to permit and regulate cable
services. In the same month the Government granted eleven
privateLy financed consortia, out of 37 applicants, pr.ovisional
authorization to set up and operate new cable systems, each with
about 30 channeLs, on which their own programmes wouLd be transmitted
as we L L as those of the 8BC and ITV.
~Section 3(1) (c) Broadcasting Act 1981.
CabLe and Broadcasting (H. ) A Bi Ll , (83) A 49/1
London 30. 11. 1983.
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I re land
In IreLand broadcasting may be carried 0n only under Licence from the Minister for Posts and TeLegraphs. Such a Licence is held
onLy b
2 the Broadcasting Authority, known as~adio Teleffs Eireann (REI). The authority was created by statute and is thus a 
publ ic law institution. Its legaL form is that of a body corporate.
Its function is to "establish ang maintain a national television
and sound broadcasting ~ervice
The body corporate known as RTE consists of not less than seven
and not morg than nine members appointed by the Government for a
fixed term who are responsibLe for its activities. 
7he Government appoints .a chai rman from among the members.
The authority is responsible for its own administration. Its chief
executive offi cer is the Di rectgr-General; both he and the staff
are appoi nted by the authori ty. Appoi ntment and remo~a L of the Di rector-General requi res the consent of the Minister. With  ~&s
consent RTE may aLso appoint advisory committees and advisers.
Ther . also a Broadcasting Complaints Committee independent of
RTE.
~Sections 3 and S, WireLess Telegraphy Act 1926, 1926, No 45.
Section 3 Broadcasting Authority (Amendment) Act 1966, 1966, No 7.
Section 3(1) Broadcasting Authority Act 1960, 1960, No 10.
Section 3(2) Broadcasting Authority Act 1960.
Section 16 Broadcasting Authority Act 1960.
Section 4(1) Broadcasting Authority Act 1960.
Section 7(1) Broadcasting Authority Act 1960.
Section 11 , 12(1) Broadcasting Authority Act 1960.
Section 13(4) Broadcasting Authority Act 1960.
Section S Broadcasting Authority (Amendment) Act 1976, 1976, No 37.
Section 4 Broadcasting Authority (Amendment) Act 1976.
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RTE has all the powers ne,essary for or incidentaL to the
abovementioned functions. In particular it may estabLish,
maintain and operate broadcasting stations, arrange for the
distribution of programmes by means of reLay stations, originate
programmes and procure programmes from any source, make
contracts and other arrangements incidentaL or conducive to its
obj ects , acqui re and make ~se of copyrights, patents and
Licences, col Lect news and information and subscribe to news
services , organize, provide and subsidize concerts and other
entertainments in connection with the broadcasting service
prepare, publish and distribute, with the consent of the
Minister reLevant printed matter Dr recorded auraL and visuaL
materi~ L. It may acqui re Land (eVen compuLsori ly) and di spose of it. 4exercise borrowing poWSrs with the consent of the
Minister and invest its funds.
RTE may aLso broadcast advertisements, reject any advertise~ent
offered and fix charges and conditions for such broadcasts.
With the consent of the Minister it fixes the amount of time
each day to be devot.ed to the broadcast i ng of advert i semen7s
and the maximum period of advertising permit in each hour.
RTE broadcasts two teLevision programme: RTE 1 and RTE 2. 
already expLained, it carries on numerous economi c and business activities. It is not merely a LegaL but aLso an economic
entity. It is thus an undertaking which participates in economic
life both as a supplier and as a user of services. As a Legal
person under public Law, it is a pubLic undertaking.
In 1981 RTE was financed to the extent of 48% from advertising
revenue and 42% from grants made by Parliament out of the
budget of the Minister for Posts and TeLegraphs. These grants
correspond to the net rc;ve~ue received by the Minister from
broadcasting Licence fees. RTE may be empowered by t~e Minister
to grant these Licences and coLlect the fees for them. RTE
is thus not a profit-making body but performs its servi~es -
broadcasting of its programmes , including advertisements - for
payment.
;Section 16(1) Broadcasting Authority Act 1960.
Section 16(2) Broadcasting Authority Act 1960, Section 5 Broadcasting
Authority (Amendment) Act 1966, Section 12 Broadcasting Authority
(Amendment) Act 1976.
Sections 3(2) , 30 Broadcasting Authority Act 1960.
Section 27 Broadcasting Authority Act 1960, Sections 10, 15
Broadcasting Authority (Amendment) Act 1976.
Section 29 Broadcasting Authority Act 1960.
Section 20(1) and (2) Broadcasting Authority Act 1960.
Section 14(2) Broadcasting Authority (Amendment) Act 1976.
Sect!on 8 Broadcasting Authority (Amendment) Act 1976.
SectlOn 34(d) and Part I of Thi rd Schedule, Broadcasting
Authority Act 1960. 101- 88 -
The reception of radio and television programmes by wireless
instaLLations and their tr.ansmission by cable to the home.
of third parties is not allotted or restrictid to particular
bodies but mereLy made subject to a Licence. Anyone may 2
appLy to set up, maintain and operate such a cable servi ceo
The Minister for Posts and TeLegraphs, who is responsible for
the issue of such licences , h~s compLete discretion whether to
grant or to refuse a L i ~ence It remains in force so Long
as it is not withdrawn. The Minister decides on the area to
be served and the site of the receiving installation. One
person may receive several licences.
Every licence holder must tr.ansmit the nationaL televisi0
programmes of RTE at the same time as they are broadcast.
He may in addition transm~t the other (foreign) programmes
mentioned in the Licence. The licence does not entitLe him
to infringe any copyright in the programmes transmitted.
Licence hoLders are entitled to charge a fee for their service.
In order to compensate RTE for its Loss of advertising revenue,
licence holders have to pay a fee corresponding to 11t of thei 
revenueS (unLess they transmit onLy RTE programmes). The 
Licence fee is payable to the Ministry for Posts and Telegraphs.
A subsidy corresponding to the net revenue from this fee is
granted annuaLLy by ParLiament from the State budget and paid
to RTE.
Cable licences have been granted to a number of private cable
companies and to RTE. In 1982 there were 21 cabLe networks
of which the three largest were in DubL in. They are in the
east and the north of the Republ ic, where British television
programmes can be picked up.
Active" cable television has so far been allowed only on an
experimentaL and LocaL basis.
Wireless TeLegraphy (Wired Broadcast Relay Licence) Regulation 1974,
Statutory Instrument No 67 of 1974 (Prl. 37S4).
Section 4 Regulations 1974.
4Section S Regulations 1974. Sections 7, 8 ReguLations 1974.
section 6(1) Regulations and paragraph 1 of the Schedule thereto.
This follows from Section 9(3) Regulations 1974.
Paragraph 3(a) of the Schedule to the Regulations 1974.
Paragraph 3(b) of the ScheduLe.
Section 17 Regulations 1974.
Section 10(a) Regulations 1974.
Section 9(1) and (2) ReguLations 1974.
Section 9(S) ReguLations 1974.
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Fro.,
The 1982 Act 1 decLares that audio-
visual communication shall be free
(Article 1 , first paragraph). It defines audio~visual communication
as the making avai Lable to the publ ic of sound, images, documents,
data or messages of any kind, whether over the air (i . e. by radio
link) or by cable (Article  second paragraph) , incLuding
user-interrogated services (ArticLe 77). Article 2 goes on to state
that citizens have the right to free, pLuraListic audio-visuaL
communications.
To safeguard these rights the latest Act breaks the three monopol ies
which the public sector heLd under the earL ier Legislation - on
broadcasting (i. e. on use of the frequency band) , on the installation
of transmitters and reLay stations and on programming ~ and replaces
them by a system where the state licenses the private or public
agencies concerned (ArticLes 4, 7, 8, 9 and 77 to 87). In principle
alL operators, except private local radio stations (Article 81), are
entitled to raise up to 80% of their funds from advertising revenue
(Article 84).
The Long-estabLished pubLic radio and teLevision service remains
(ArticLe 5) , but has been radicaLly reformed, decentralized and
reLaxed~ Now, however, other pubLic or private broadcasting
companies are aLso free to operate aLongside the pubL ic radio and teLevision service in the three areas mentioned above. No Licence
is now required to broadcast television programmes to the pubLic at
Large (as opposed to a Limited audience) by radio Link, but a
pubLic service concession agreement must be concluded with the
Government in order to do so (ArticLe 79, contrat de concession
de service pubLic).
Article 85 aLLows an exemption from these rules in respect of
broadcasting licences for persons operating stations under an
international agreement to which France is party.
First , this cLause Legalizes the position of Radio Monte CarLo (RMC)
broadcasts from stations on French territory. A French State
hoLding company - Sofirad (Societe financiere de radiodiffusion) -
owns 83. 34% of Radio Monte CarLo.
Second, it makes it possibLe to grant other foreign broadcasting
companies wishing to use transmitters and reLay stations on French
territory licences deviating from the requi rements laid down in
ArticLes 79 to 84 of the French Act (examples incLude RTL, Europe 1 -
Images et Son, where Sofi rad holds 34. 19% of the shares and 45. 79% of the voting rights, Sud-Radio, of which Sofirad owns 99. 99%
and neighbourhood radio stations).
Thirdl the exemption clause in ArticLe 85 empowers the authorities
to authorize cable networks to retransmit programmes pi cked up
in France from other countries, whether direct or via sateLL He
without imposing conditions which the cable companies cannot
possibLy satisfy since the programmes were made in another country
(where perhaps different advertising laws apply, for example) or
which would add considerabLy to the cost of retransmission or
make retransmission impossible (for instance, by requiring companies
to blank out parts of the programme or advertisements).
LOl No 82-652 sur la communication audiovisuelle of 29 JuLy 1982
JournaL officiel de La RepubLique franc;aise, 30 JuLy 1982, p. 2431.
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On the other hand the Licensing system introduced by the French Act
does not apply to stations sited in another country, covered by
that country s law and broadcasting on frequencies alLocated in 
the internationaL pLan and hence approved by the French Government.
The pubLi c radio and television service need not necessarily be run
solely by public institutions. Instead, Article 5 stipuLates that
it must be run "in particular" by the two publ ic corporations
and by the series of companies provided for in the Act (Article 5).
It therefore foLlows that the servi ce can also be catered for by
conc Luding concession agreements wi th other pubL i c or private
agencies (ArticLe 79).
The main task of the pubL ic radio and television service is to
serVe the generaL public, partLy by providing a variety of
information, entertainment and cuLture but also part Ly by making
a contribution towards producing and disseminating Literary or artistic
works and towards the deveLopment of audio-vi sual communi cation
in Line with user demand and with the changes brought about by new
technologies (ArticLe 5), RuLes governing the content, length
and methods of advertising and the level of advertising reVenue
are laid down in the companies ' general conditions of service
(cahiers de charges) year by year (ArticLe 66). Advertising is
therefore allowed in principle.
TeLediffusion de France CTDF) - a pubLic industriaL/commerciaL
corporation which is compLetely free to administer its own affairs
and finances - is responsible for broadcasting radio and television
programmes and for all related problems concerning the planning,
instaLLation, utiLization and maintenance of aLL the audio-visual
communications networks (ArticLe 34), TDF is a public corporation
set up by the Act. It is run by a 16-member Administrative Board
made up of two Members of ParLiament , one representative of the
High Authority for Audio-visuaL Communication (see below) , six
representatives of the State, four representatives of the nationaL
programme companies and three TDF staff representatives (Article 35),
TDF is funded primari Ly by payments made by the programme companies
for its services and by a smaLL proportion of the revenue from
the parafiscaL charge which the State levies on TV-owners in
return for their right to use a set (redevance pour droit d' usage
assise sur les appareils recepteurs de television, Articles 36
and 62). Thus it does not seek to make profits , but pays its
suppl iers, charges its customers and makes a contribution to the
economy in the form of its technical work and its standardization
and research activities.
The main television companies set up, or about to be set up, by
government decree based on the Act are the three nationaL teLevision
companies set up by ArticLes 38 and 40 - teLevision franyaise 
(TF 1) , Antenne 2 (A 2) and France-Regions 3 (FR 3) - the twelve
regional television companies (Article 51) , the teLevision
see the comments made by the French Minister for Communications
during the reading of the bilL before the French Parliament , as
pubLished in "TF 1 , Loi sur La communication audiovisuelle
Paris, 1982, p. 24. See alsop. 137.
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production company (Article 45) and the marketing company set
up by ArticLe 58. RFP-TF 1 , RFP-A 2 and RFP-F3 - the three
subsidiaries of the Regie fran~aise de publicite (RFP) - are
responsibLe for attracting advertising and for making commerciaLs.
51% of the capital of the RFP is held by the State, and the
remaining 49% shared by Sofirad (13. 5%) and representatives of
the advertising industry, ~he press and consumers.
ALL these companies are Limited by shares. They are governed by
company Law, apart from those of its ruLes incompatible with
their unique structure and their public service function (Article 75).
This roLe and its economic impact was described earlier. Turning
to the structure of the companies, the State is the soLe sharehoLder
in the programme companies (ArticLe 44). The national programme
companies are the majority shareholder in the three regional
television companies founded to date (ArticLe 53), which are
therefore subsidiaries of the nationaL programme companies. Under
Article 45 the State has a majority hoLding in the production
company, with 51. 68% of the registered shares; TF 1 and A2
hold 22% each and FR 3 the other 4%. Only the State (whi ch holds
23. 33% of the shares) and private companies in which the State owns
the majority of the capital (Sofirad hoLds 33. 33%) and the national
agencies and corporations provided for by the abovementioned Act
are entitled to hold shares in the marketing company (ArticLe 59).
AL l the limited companies referred to above are, therefore , pubLic corporations. This clearLy emerges from ~he decrees setting them
up, which state thai the rules concerning State control over pubLic
corporations apply. Each of the national programme companies
is run by a 12-member board consisting of two (three in the case
of FR 3) representatives of the State in its capacity as soLe
sha reho lder , fou r (FR 3 : one) rep resent at i VeS of the High Aut hori ty ,
two (FR 3 : one) representatives of the Institut national de 
communication audiovisuelle (INCA) - which , Like the TOF, is
also a PUbLic industrial/commercial corporation set up by the
Act (ArticLe 47) - pLus two members of Parliament , two staff
representatives and, in the case of FR 3, three administrators
from the steering committee (Articles 39 and 41 respectiveLy).
All the abovementi.oned companies are funded by an annual payment
made by the Government , with the consent of ParLiament (this
consists of part of the revenue from the parafiscaL charge and
from the advertising revenue) and by sundry revenue from their
own activities (Articles 61 to 64). The 1983 Finance Act set
aside FF 11 718 thousand million for the broadcasting stations
and companies aLready set up, some 49. 5% or FF 5. 8 thousand miLLion
of it from the revenue from the parafiscal charge and the
remaining 50. 5% or ff 5. 9 thousand miLLion from advertising
and sundry reVenue. Advertising is expected to generate 61%
of the funds for TF 1, 53% of those for A 2 and 13% for FR 
None of the companies mentioned is profit-making in the conventionaL
company law sense of generating profits for shareholders, though
they all pursue commerciaL aims (amongst other objectives) and
contribute to the economy (ArticLe 5 and above). For instance
ArticleS 38, second paragraph, 40, second paragraph and 51 , third
paragraph... expressLy assign the programme companies and the
regional companies the task of producing radio and TV works and
JournaL officiel de La RepubLique fran~aise, 18 September 1982 , p. 2811
and 2812; Journal officiel de la RepubLique fran~aise, 26 ApriL 1983
p. 1286.
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production company (ArticLe 45) and the marketing company set
up by Article 58. RFP-TF 1 , RFP-A 2 and RFP-F3 - the three
subsidiaries of the Regie fran~aise de pubLicite (RFP) - are
responsible for attracting advertising and for making commerciaLs.
51% of the capitaL of the RFP is heLd by the State, and the
remaining 49% shared by Sofirad (13. 5%) and representatives of
the advertising industry, the press and consumers.
ALL these companies are Limited by shares. They are governed by
company law, apart from those of its rules incompatible with
their unique structure and their pubLic service function (Article 75),
This role and its economic impact was described earlier. Turning
to the structure of the companies, the State is the soLe sharehoLder
in the programme companies (Article 44). The national programme
companies are the majority sharehoLder in the three regional
teLevision companies founded to date (Arti c Le 53) , whi ch are
therefore subsidiaries of the nationaL programme companies. Under
Article 45 the ~tate has a majority holding in the production
company, with 51. 68% of the regi stered shares; TF 1 and A 2
hold 22% each and FR 3 the other 4%. Only the State (whi ch hoLds
23. 33% of the shares) and private companies in which the State owns
the majority of the capitaL (Sofirad holds 33. 33%) and the national
agencies and corporations provided for by the abovementioned Act
are entitled to hold shares in the marketing company (ArticLe 59).
ALL the Limited companies referred to above are , therefore, pubLic
corporations. This clearLy emerges from ~he decrees setting them
up, which state thai the ruLes concerning State control over public
corporations apply. Each of the national programme companies
is run by a 12-member board consisting of two (three in the case
of FR 3) representatives of the State in its capacity as sole
shareholder, four (FR 3 : one) representatives of the High Authority,
two (FR 3 : one) representatives of the Institut nationaL de 
communication audiovisueLle (INCA) - which, Li*e the TDF, is
also a PUbLic industrial/commercial corporation set up by the
Act (Article 47) - plus two members of ParLiament , two staff
representatives and, in the case of FR 3, three administrators
from the steering committee (Articles 39 and 41 respectively).
All the abovementioned companies are funded by an annual payment
made by the Government , with the consent of ParLiament (this
consi sts of part of the revenue from the parafi scaL charge and
from the advertising revenue) and by sundry revenue from their
01rJn activities (Articles 61 to 64). The 1983 Finance Act set
aside FF 11 718 thousand miLLion for the broadcasting stations
and companies aLready set up, some 49. 5% or FF 5. 8 thousand miLLion
of it from the revenue from the parafiscal charge and the
remaining 50. 5% or FF 5.9 thousand mill ion from advertising
and sundry revenue. Advertising is expected to generate 61%
of the funds for TF 1 , 53% of those for A 2 and 13% for FR 3.
None of the companies mentioned is profit-making in the conventionaL
company law sense of generating profits for shareholders, though
they aLL pursue commercial aims (amongst other objectives) and
contribute to the economy (Arti de 5 and above). For instance Articles38, second paragraph, 40, second paragraph and 51 , third
paragraph , expressLy assign the programme companies and the
regional companies the task of producing radio and TV works and
JournaL officiel de La RepubLique fran~aise, 18 September 1982, p. 2811
and 2812; Journal officiel de La Republique fran((aise, 26 April 1983
p. 1286.
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During 1984 viewers through France are to be offered a fourth
programme C"quatrieme chaine") on subscription. It wi L L be
devoted to entertainment and consist primari ly  of  fi Lms. At the
beginning  of  1984 a concession agreement was concluded between
the Secretary  of  State responsible for communications technology
and Agence Havas SA, a company in which the French State holds a
52% share. The agreement consists  of  a contract and a memorandum
of conditions. The contract provides for the setting up  of 
limited company under private Law as holder  of  the concession.
The company is called Canal Plus. Agence Havas SA is required
to take at least a 35% share in the capital of Canal Plus. This
agreement amounts toa concessiO1toprovide a public service
(concession de service pubLic) under Article 79  of  the Act of
1982. It has been granted for 12 years and is renewable. After
five years the functioning  of  the concession is to be reviewed;
the State can then re-purchase it.
CanaL PLus is not financed from licence fees or advertising
revenue (except by sponsors) but by its subscribers (television
payante) and from payments for the sponsorship  of  broadcasts
(parrainage d' emissions). By way  of  compensation for the Lack
of  revenue from licences and advertising Canal PLus has been
granted a clause in the agreement mak i ng it the most favoured
medium (cLause de media Le plus favorise). Canal Plus thus
aLways enjoys the most favourabLe situation enjoyed by any  of  its
future competitors as regards the conditions for using the
concession, for planning, obtaining and marketing programmes
(particularly as regards its relationship with the fi Lm industry)
and for the transmission of broadcasts (by all means, e. g. via
cable networks). Canal Plus has to spend a quarter  of  its
income on obtaining fi Lms for its programmes.
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Federal Republi c of Germany
According to the decisions of the Federal ConstitutionaL Court,
in Germany broadcasting is a public service, which means that it
must be governed by Law and that the arrangements made must satisfy
specific requirements stemming. from the Court ' s interpretation of the
freedom of broadcasting protected by the Basic Law.
The Lander are responsible for arrangements for broadcasting services
inside Germany. Each of the eleven Lander - acting alone or with others -
has adopted an Act or inter-State contract assigning responsibility for
broadcasting on its territory to a non-profit-making public corporation.
Some of thes.e corporations have been assigned exclusive responsibi l ity, 1
others not. generaLly the question of monopolies has not been
discussed. The majority of the Lander intend however to abrogate the
de jure or de facto monopoLy position of these corporations and to
l i cense pri vate--  oadcasters (or supp l i ers of programmes) in addi t i 
to the respective existing regionaL public corporation. Draft laws to
this effect exist so far in Baden-W~rttemberg (1982) , Bavaria (1984),
Lower Saxony (1982) , the Saarland (1984) and schleswig-Hols
lein (1983), This option was open in the Saarland: between 1964 and 1981.
Few of these Acts or inter-State contracts explicitLy include cable
transmissions amongst the corporations' activities. OnLy one
expressLy Lists direct broadcasting satellites amongst the
transmission methods.
Section 4 of the inter-State contract of 27 August 1951 on S~dwestfunk
as amended by the inter-State contract of 29 February 1952 between
Baden-W~rttemberg and RheinLand-Pfalz , published in the
Rheinland-Pfalz Gesetz- und Verordnungsblatt, p. 71~ Section 2(2) of
the statutes of S~dwestfunk, Bundesanzei gel" 1975 No 24, p. 7~
Section 1 (3) of the Act of 18 June 1979 on Radio Bremen,
Gesetzblatt Bremen, p. 245.
Section 37 of the Act of 2 December 1964 on broadcasting in the
Saarland (Gesetz uber die Veranstaltung von Rundfunksendungen im
SaarLand) , as published in the Amtsblatt Saar of 1 August 1968
p. 558~ Section 38 of the inter-State contract of
20 August 1980 between Hamburg, Lower Saxony and Schleswig-Holstein
on Norddeutschen Rundfunk , as published in the Niedersachsisches
Gesetz- und VerordnungsbLatt , p. 482.
Many points are sti lL disputed.
Sections 38 to 46 of the Act for the SaarLand,  op. cit ; on
16 June 1981 the Federal ~onstitional Court ruled that these Sections
were contrary to the Constitution and therefore annulled them,
Entschei dungen des Bundesverfassungsgeri chts, 57, 295.
Section 3(3) of the contract on S~dwestfunk op. cit ; Section 2(2) of
the stntutes of S~dwestfunk op. cit .; Section 3(1) of the Act of
25 May 11154 on Westdeutscher Rundfunk, Cologne, as pubLished in
Gesetze- und Verordnungen Nordrhein-Westfalens, p. 1S1; Section 1(2)
of the Act of the Land of Bremen Gp. cit ; Section 38(2) of the
NDR contract,  op. cit
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In aLL there are nine regional stations in Germany: Bayerischer
Rundfunk (BR) , Hessi scher Rundfunk (HR) , Norddeutscher Rundfunk (NDR)
Radi 0 Bremen (RB), SaarLandi scher Rundfunk (SR), Sender Frei es Bel" L i n
(SFB), Suddeutscher Rundfunk (SDR) , Sudwestfunk (SWF) and
Westdeutscher Rundfunk (WDR) in Cologne. The eleven Lander have aLso
set up a tenth nationwide channeL - Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen ClDF)
under an inter-State contract.
These broadcasting ~ompanies are neither a branch of the State
administration nor independent authorities. Instead as pubLic
corporations they enjoy a legal status which safeguards their legal
autonomy, economi c independence and freedom of programmi ng. Each of
the stations is entitLed to run its own affairs. They provide a pubLic
service but are protected from any interference by the State. But
they are subject to limited supervision by the government of the Land
or Lander in wh i ch they operate to ensure that they abi de by the re levant
legisLation. The Boards which govern the stations manage and depLoy
the production faciLities and the revenue and expenditure, which is
separate fram and independent of the budgets .of the Lander. The
Broadcasting Board and Administrative Board include representatives of
all the leading shades of poLitical opinion, reLigious and phi losophicaL
beliefs and sectors of society.
There are three televisian channels. Channel One is a joint venture
run by the nine Land stations and broadcasts nationwide. It broadcasts
a mix of programmes from the individual Land stations, the selection
being coordinated by the Arbeitsgemeinschaft der offent l i ch-recht Lichen
Rundfunkanstalten der BundesrepubL ik DeutschLand .or ARD
(Associ ation .of public broadcasting corporations in the
Federa.L Republic of G.ermanyL Channel Two is Zweites Deutsches
Fernsehen ClDF) and Likewise broadcasts nationwide. FinaLLy,
ChanneL Three broadcasts five different regionaL programmes, one of
which is shown in each of the six TV regions in Germany. Three of
the TV regions are served by one Land station , the other three by more
than one. Channel One a.Lso transmits ten regional programmes fram the
Land statians between 1800 hours and 2000 hours. In the mornings a
single joint ARD/ZDF programme scheduLe is shawn nationwide.
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Construction and operation of broadcasting stations falls into the
telecommunications" category, for which the federal authorities are
responsible. The D
iutsche Bundespost holds a monopoLy on telecommunications. However, it is authorized to entrust other
bodies with the task of constructing and operating broadcasting
stations. As a resuLt , Channel One is broadcast from the
broadcast i ng compani es ' own transmitters and Channe ls Two and
Three f rom the PTT' s. The Bundespost recei ves fees for its
services and thereby contributes to the economy.
As public-service uti lities~ the broadcasting corporations are not
profit-earning in the conventional company law sense. None the less
they are expected to run their affairs along commercial or economic
lines, to generate earnings or surpLus funds to finance thei I" own
expenditure or for cultural purposes3and to further technical and
economi c deve lopment in broadcast i ng. 4 Radi 0 and TV Licence fees
are the main source of funds for the Land broadcasting stations
(they accounted for between 31. 6% and 75. 2% of their funds in 1981),
with advertising second (on between 15. 9% and 29. 5% in 1981) and other
revenue from, for example, revenUe equaLization payments between stations,
programme saLes, Lease of premises and plant and returns on investment third. ZDF receives 30% of the TV licence fees. In 1981 these provided
53. 5% of its funds, with 36% of the remainder drawn from advertising,
4% from sundry revenUe and the finaL 6. 1% from ZDF' s reserves. In
1982 adverti sing generated rough Ly 40% of ZDF' s funds and OVer 30% of
ARD' s .
Licence fees are coLlected by a fee collection centre - part ofa pubLic
management company which may not act as a separate legal entity but is
run jointly under the administrative arrangements concluded between the
Land broadcasting companies and the ZDF. Since, as described above, the
corporations charge for alL their broadcasts they are also engaged in
an economic activity with commerciaL purposes (i.e. to finance the
corporation) and make an important contribution to the economy.
Added to these tasks , for which the corporations make charges and some
of which are run on commercial lines, the broadcasting companies also
perform other important profit-making commercial functions. They are
section 1 of the Telecommunications Act (Gesetz uber FernmeLdeanlagen)
of 24 January 1982, Rei chsgesetzbLatt I , p. 8.
section 2 of the abovementioned Act.
see, for example, Section 15 of the Act of 10 August 1948 on Bayerischer
Rundfunk as pubLished in the notification of 26 September 1973
Gesetz- und VerordnungsbLa:tt Bayern, p. 563; Section 16(3) of the
Act of the Land of Bremen; Sect ions 30( 1) and 31C 1) of the NDR contract; Section 40(2) of the statutes of Sudwestfunk; Section 23 of
the WDR Act; Sections 23(3) and 24 of the inter-State contract of
6 June 1961 between alL the Lander setting up the public corporation
Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen" (ZDF) , Gesetz- und VerordnungsbLatt
Rheinland-PfaLz, p. 179.
see, for exampLe, Section 10(1) of the Bavarian Act.
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entitled to conduct aLL business in line with their objectives and in
their field. Amongst other things they are empowered to make their
programmes of aLL kinds in their own production studios, to order
programmes from thi rd parties (and in parti cuLar from private
companies) , to buy programmes , to exchange programmes with other
broadcasti ng compani es in Germany and elsewhere and to make programmes
for other broadcasting corporations. They are aLso authorized to
found, to buy or to hoLd shares in profit-earning private corporations
to heLp them fulfiL their legaL obLigations. They have exercised this
right on numerous occasions to help them produce, buy and market
programmes. They have a Lso founded pri vate Limited compani es capable of
acting asa separate legal entity to attract advertising and to make the
commercials and the fi L Ler programmes broadcast with them. Both the profits earned and losses inc.urred by these companies as they perform
the tasks assigned in their statutes faLL on the bro.adcasting
corporat ions.
Another method - as yet in its infancy - is cabLe transmission of TV and
radio programmes which could be picked up only by high-capacity
individual aerial systems or switched through to the cable centre by
radio or by wideband optical fibre links. In 1982 the Bundespost started
to Lay wideband cable networks in Ludwigshafen and Munich ready for the
two trials with interactive and passive cable TV and teLephone services
pLanned under the Ludwigshafen4 and Munich pi Lot projects on cabLe
communications. RheinLand-PfaLz has adopted an Act setting up a public
corporation caLLed the "Institute for Cable TeLecommunications
CAnstalt fur KabeLkommunikation) to coordinate and monitor the trial.
It commenced transmissions on 1 January 1984. A number of private
limited companies are suppLying programmes. The sameappl ies to the
Limited company responsibLe for the pi Lot project on cable communications
in Munich (Munchner PiLot-GeseLLschaft fur Kabel-Kommunikation mit
beschrankter HaHung) , which has been transmitting since 1 April 1984
and whose shareholders include a consortium of newspaper and magazine
pubL i shers , fi lm-makers , Bayeri scher Rundfunk, ZDF, the City of Muni  and the State of Bavaria. Two other cable triaLs are in preparation -
one in BerLin , the other in Dortmund.
ExpressLy provided for in Section H2) of the statutes of Suddeutscher
Rundfunk, Stuttgart , as annexed to the Baden-Wurttemberg Broadcasting
Act (Rundfunkgesetz) of 21 November 19S0, published in the
Regierungsblatt Wurttemberg-Baden, p. 1.
ExpressLy provided for in Section 22(2) of the IDf contract; Section 18(3)
subparagraph 6 of the NDR contract.
Expressly provided for in Section 22(a) of the WDR contract; Section 13(2) (a)
of the Bremen Act; Sections 29(7) and 34 of the NDR contract.
RheinLand-Pfalz Act of 4 December 1980 on triaLs with a wideband cable
network (Landesgesetz uber einen Versuch mit BreitbandkabeU, Gesetz- und
Verordnungsblatt Rheinland PfaLz , p. 229.
North Rhine-Westphalia Act of 14 December 1983 on the implementation of
a pi Lot project with wideband cable (Gesetz Libel" die Durchfuhrung eines
Modellversuchs mit BreitbandkabeU. Media Perspektiven 1983, 886.
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Denmark
-.-
In Denmark, Danmarks Radio enjoys a monopoly by vi rtue of an
Act of ParLiament: "Danmarks Radio has the sole right to broa9cast
sound radio and television programmes for the general public.
Danmarks Radio shall broadcast radio and television programmes
covering news, information , entertainment and culture for the pubLic
at Large " (Section  7).  Advertising is not expressly forbidden, but is
not in fact broadcast.
Responsibi l ity for the instaLLation and operation of transmitters to
broadcast programmes by Danmarks Radio lies with the post and
telecommunications authority (Section 4).
Danmarks Radio (DR) was established under an earlier Act and is thus
a pubLic institution, being "an ind
2pendent public corporation (Section 6) with legal personaLity.
It is administered by a Radio CounciL (radiorgd, Section 6), which
comprises about twenty-four members: two are appointed by the
Minister for CuLturaL Affairs, one by the Minister for Public Works
two by the permanent staff of Danmarks Radio, tweLve by Parliament to
represent viewers and listeners, and one by each of the parties
represented on the Finance Committee of Parliament (Section 8(1)).
The Minister for CuLtural Affairs appoints the Chairman and his
Deputy from among the members (Section 8(4)).
The Radio Coun.ci L is responsible for Danmarks Radio and must ensure
that the provisions of the Broadcasting Act conc~rning the
institution s activities are respected (Item 1 of Section 9(1)). It
sets out generaL guideLines for the institution s activity within the
framework laid down by the Act (Item 2 of Section 9(1)) and has the
finaL decision on programmes (Section 9(2)), Its decisions as regards
compLaints about programmes can be chaLlenged by an appeaL to a three-man
Radio Adjudication Commission appointed by the Minister for Cultural Affairs
(Sections 16 and 17) , which can order Danmarks Radio to make corrections
(Section 18). The Radio CounciL also draws up the budget (Section 9(3))
and recommends the estabLishment chart to the Minister for CulturaL Affairs
(Section 9(5)). It also sets up a Programme Committee and an
Administrative Committee (Section 10). The day-to-day management of DR
is in the hands of a Di rector-Genera l , who is appoi nted by the
Minister for CuLturaL Affairs on the recommendation of the Radio Council
(Section 13).
r;ect ~ 1 of the Radio and Television Broadcasting Act (1973)
(Lov nr 421 af 15 Juni 1973, om radio- og fjernsynsvirksomhed)
Karnov s lovsamLing, p- 3143.
This is implied by Section 23(1) , under which DR is Liable for certain
damages.
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Danmarks Radio carries out all activities necessary for the performance
of its task. It broadcasts teLevision programmes on a singLe channeL;
it produces programmes of all kinds; it gathers news and information;
it enters into contracts with other parties; it maintains buiLdings,
studios, an orchestra and choir, and eight regional offices. It is thus
engaged in a number of economic or economicalLy significant activities.
As weLL as being a Legal entity, Danmarks Radio is an economic unit, a
business enterprise invoLved in economic life as both a suppLier and
consumer of services. However, being a pubLic institution, it has the
character of a publicly owned enterprise.
Its activities are largely financed (89%) from radio and television
licence fees (see Section 6). The amount of the fees is fixed by the
Minister for Cultural Affairs on a recommendation from the
Radio Counci l, after approval by the Finance Committee of Parliament
(Section 14(1)). The fees are coLlected by Danmarks Radio and paid into
a special fund (the Broadcasting Fund) which is managed by the
Radio Council (Section 14(2)). It is not a profit-making enterprise
but it does charge for its services.
Danmarks Radio also has the right to distribute radio and teLevision
programmes via cable (Section 2(1)). However, the Broadcasting Act does
not exclude other parties un~er public or private Law from these
activities ona triaL basis. Under the Act the Minister for PubLic
Works (Transport and Communications) has the power to adopt rules
on the installation and operation of communal aerials and other cabLe
networks for the distribution of radio and teLevision programmes to
private homes, to require that a Licence be obtained for this purpose
from the post and telecommunications authority, to fix the Licence
fees for the instaLlation of such systems and to grant technicaL
approval.
Over 10 000 private associations (mainly home owners) and public bodies
(especiBlly municipalities) hoLd a licence to instaLL and operate
communaL aeriaLs and other local cabLe networks. These cabLe
associations may reLay onLy programmes broadcast by Danmarks Radio
or by forei gn stat ions. 3 Programmes must be carri ed without any
changes - i.e. including advertising in the case of foreign broadcasts -
and must be relayed simultaneousLy with the original broadcast. The
associations are financed from contributions by their members.
The Minister for CulturaL Affairs may authorze "participatory" LocaL
cable teLevision on a triaL basisS and has done so in a number of cases.
Se~tion 2(2) as amended by the Act of 27 May 1981.
Section 5 as amended by the 1981 Act.
Section 3(1). Section 3 allows for special licences, and this
opt i on has been used frequent ly.
Section 3(2).
Section 1(2) as amended by the 1981 Act.
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On 7 February 1984 the Minister for Cultural Affairs intrOduced into
the FoLketing a bill to amend the Radio and TeLevision Broadcasting Act
(abrogation of the monopoly of Danmarks Radio for the transmission of
television programmes , distribution 0
1 radio and teLevision programmes by means of community aerials; etc.
. The expLanatory memorandum to the bi l L states: "The main purpose of
the biLL is to provide the LegaL basis for an abrogation of the
exclusive right of Danmarks Radio to transmit teLevision programmes
and at the same time to create the legaL basis on which other
undertakings can .carry on television broadcasting independently
Danmarks Radio. The bi LL aLso contains provisions Tor creating the
legal basis for increased access to the retransmission of foreig~ radio
and teLevision programmes by means of Danish community aerials.
This refers to the further transmi ssion by mi crowave link or cable of
those forei gn programmes whi ch for geograph i ca L reasons cannot be
received by individuaL equipment. It incLudes also those foreign
programmes received by the Post Office by means of telecommunications
sateLLities.
Lovfors Lag No L
Loc. cit. p. 3.
\oc. cit. p. 8.
, Folketinget 1983-84 (2. samling) BLad no 43.
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Greece
By contrast with Article 14 of the Greek Constitution of 1975, which
guarantees the freedom of the press , Article 15 places
broadcasting (radio and teLevision, including cable transmission)
under the immediate control 'of the State The aim is to provide
the objective transmission, on equaL terms , of information and news
reports as welL as works of Literature and art; the qualitative Level
of programmes shalL be assured in consideration of their social mission
and the cu  tura L deve lopment of the count ry The State '
responsibiLity does not COVer the actuaL broadcasting itself, but onLy
its supervision; it is therefore for ParLiament to decide what form
broadcasting shouLd take, in other words whether it should be carried
out by one or more pubL i c and/or private organizations.
Two bodies have been estabLished by law: ELliniki Radiophonia 
Tileorassis (ERT - Greek Radio and TeLevision) was set up in 1975
and ElLiniki Radiophonia Ti Leorassis (ERT 2) in 19822 - at which time
ERT was renamed ERT 1. They each operate one television channel.
ERT 2 is the universal successor of YENED (Information Service of the
Greek Armed Forces). 4
Article 4(1) of the 1975 Act stipulates that "no legaL or natural
person other than ERTand YENED, as Long as YENED and ERT have not
been merged, has the right to broadcast sound and images of any kind
by  ~Jay  of radio and television transmissions The merger was due to
be enacted in 1978 "provided the necessary economic , technic.aL and
organizational prerequisites were satisfied" (Article 4(4)). As a
first stage, YENED was transformed to ERT 2 in 1982 (Article 15(1)(1)
of the Act of 1982).
The monopoLy (or duopoly) granted to ERT 1 and 2 under the Act also
covers wi reless and cable transmission of programrqes. No other persons
have a right to claim broadcasting time or to produce programmes.
Programme production is the responsibility of the two organizations
themselves or must be carried out on their instructions and under
their supervision. Recently a number of private companies have been
awarded contracts to produce programmes.
1 AC
;- No 230/1975 of 3 December 1975 concerning the estabLishment of the
Greek Radio and TeLevision Company , Government Gazette, I , p. 272.
Chapter C of Act No 1288/1982 of 1 October 1982 concerning the
responsibilities of the Ministry attached to the Prime Minister
Office and of YENED and other provisions, Government ~azette, I , p. 120.
First sentence of Section 15(1) (2) of Act No 1288/1982.
section 15(1) of Act No 1288/1982.
.. ~
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ERT 1 is a "public corporation II (Article 2(2) of the 1975 Act)
whose aims are to Q~ganize, operate and develop broadcasting
(Article 1(1)). It is not, therefore, a commerciaL enterprise.
Its legaL form is that of a joint stock company (Section 2(1)). Its
capital is owned by the State which holds the single registered
share. ERT 1 enjoys "complete .economic and administrative
independence and operates in the pubLic interest along private
sector lines underState supervision" (Section 2(1)), Its accounts
are thus not subject to scrutiny by the Court of Auditors and it is
governed by company Law, except where the provi sions are incompat i ble
with its status as a public enterprise (Section 2(2)). The 1975 Act
provi des for art i c les ofassoc i at i on to be drawn up for ERT 1 , with
approval to be granted by the President of the Republic by way of
decree (Arti c le 2(3)), but thi s has not yet happened.
ERT 1 may undertake any activity necessary for or conducive to the
achievement of its given objectives. In particular it may engage staff
install and operate transmission faci l ities and studios, produce
and transmit programmes of aLL kinds , incLuding television films , enter
into contracts (e.g. for the transmission of cinema films), found
subsidiaries, acquire and sell property rights and publish a radio
and television magazine.
The corporation is supervized by the Press and Information Secretariat,
a Department of the Ministry attached to the Prime Minister s Office
(Section 2(4)), The Minister can intervene in the affairs of ERT 
in three caSeS: he may, if he considers it necessary, order a review
of management by way of a presidentiaL order (Section 5(1)(a)); he has
the right to call for any information he may require about its
operations and activities (Section 5(1)(b)); in very exceptional
circumstances he may issue written instructions that .a transmission
should be canceLled in part or in full (Section 5(1)(c)). ERT 1 is
also obL iged under the Act to transmit Government announcements
upon request (Section 5(2)).
ERT 1 is managed by a Board of Di rectors (Sections 10 and 11). The
Board has seven members , who are appointed for three years by the
Cabi net f rom among respected persona Lit i es ab Le to be of servi 
to the corporation. Except where otherwise laid down by Law, the
Board has the same dut i es as in any other limited company. In
parti cular it decides on the production and planning of programmes,
which must be "democratic in spirit , of a high cultural standard,
humanistic and objective" and which must " reflect the current
situation in Greece" (Section 3(1)). The Board regularly draws up a
development plan for ERT 1, which it submits to the Minister attached
to the Prime Minister s Office for his approval , and informs the
General Assembly (Section 11(4)). Day-to-day management is in the hands
of a Director-General (Section 12(3)) , who is appointed for three
years by the Board of Di rectors and whose contract is approved by the
Minister (Section 12(4)).
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The General As$embly consists of 20 members (Section 13(1)): the
Director of the Bank of Greece (Chairman); the President of the
Academy of Athens; the Rectors of the universities of Athens and
Thessaloniki and the Technical University; the President of the
Counci L of State; si x members (who may not be members of
Parl iament) appointed by the. President of Parliament on a proposal of
the Prime Minister and the Leader of the Opposition (three each);
the General Secretaries of the Ministries of Economic Affairs,
Foreign Affairs, Finance, CuLture and Science, Education and Religion
and Transport and of the Ministry attached to the Prime Minist.
Offi ceand the Di rector of the Informat i on Servi ce of the Armed Forces.
The responsibilities of the General AssembLy (Article 14) include:
approval of the annual statement of accounts; granting a di$charge
to the Board of Di rectors in accordance with the Company Act; the
appointment of the auditors and approval of thei I" annual report;
del ivering an opinion on the removal of a member of the
Board of Directors from office or on the advisability of taking up
a loan not covered by the corporation s own revenue or on any other
question put to it by the Minister of the Presidency of the Government.
The Genera l Assembly a lso states its vi ews on the enterpri se' s policy,
programmes and results and sets them out in a report to the Government.
ERT 1 is financed from two main sources (Section 8): a broadcasting
fee and revenue from advertising. The fee is payabLe by every natural
person who resides in Greece and by every Legal person carrying out an
activity in the country. The rate is fixed by the Counci L of Ministers
and the fee is coLLected by the PubLic Electricity Authority. It is a
flat-rate charge, determined according to the amount of the fee-payer
eLectricity biLL, irrespective of whether he owns a radio and/or
teLevi sion set. The other main source of revenue comes from the
transmission of advertising. If necessary, ERT 1 may also be granted
funds from the national budget. Thus , although it is a non-profit
making body, ERT 1 charges for its services.
Revenue from fees in 1982 amounted to DR 2 154 miLLion , whiLe
advertising yieLded DR 617 706 000 ~ 22. 3% of the combined total.
Sales of the radio and television magazine published by ERT 
brought in a further DR 97 mi II ion.
The Second Greek Radio and Televi sion organization (ERT 2) is
an independent public body under the Ministrj of the Presidency of
the  Government" (Section 15(1)(1) of the 1982 Act). It is managed by
a five-member board appointed by the Minister of the Presidency
(Section 15(2)). The organization and the operation of ERT 2, the
tasks and responsibi Lities of its constituent bodies, and staff
matters are decided by the Minister of the Presidency (Section 15(5)).
The Legal status of ERT 2 can be a ltered on a proposal from the
Minister of the Presidency by order of the President of the Republic.
The same appl ies to its objectives , tasks, organization, its staff
breakdown and other aspects of its operation (Section 15(6)).
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By means of a Presidential order on a proposal from the Minister of the
Presidency rules can aLso be laid down for the establishment of a unit
for the processing and production of any obj ect , item, or service in
connection with broadcasting. Responsibi l ity for such production is to
be entrusted to a pubLicly owned enterprise - either already existing or
stilL to be established - under private Law (Section 20(1)).
ERT 2 is financed in the same way as YENED used to be, i. e. from the
nationaL budget and from advertising revenue. In 1982 the latter was
somewhat higher than for ERT 1. Thus ERT 2 aLso .charges for its
servi ces.
The monopoLy granted to ERT 1 and 2 under the Act also covers the
rediffusion of radio and television broadcasts via cable. However
no specific provisions exist and no cabLe networks have yet been
estabL ished in Greece.
1 i 8